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Abstract:
This study was prompted by the unsustainable issues facing the garment industry and the trend toward digitalisation in the post-coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic era. COVID-19 substantially affected global trade, which caused significant garment industry stagnation due to embargoes and international restrictions. Consequently, the stagnation led to a significant inventory backlog and hindered product distribution, which compelled garment companies to turn to online commerce. A circular economy (CE) attempts to halt commodity flow and convert waste into resources; therefore, it can alleviate the substantial garment industry pollution and waste produced under a linear economy and maximise product life cycles. Industrial Revolution 4.0 incorporates technological innovation and information technology to transform the garment industry, which technologically enhances manufacturing intelligence and inspires garment industry transformation into a CE. This systematic literature review discusses the necessity of transforming the garment industry into a CE and the technological advantages and challenges to promoting sustainable garment industry development. The findings demonstrated that transforming the garment industry into a CE can not only resolve its environmental pollution and excess supply issues but can also accommodate new supply and demand requirements, such as market digitisation, consumer personalisation, and industry chain transparency. Finally, a technology integration initiative was proposed to promote garment industry transformation into a CE by digitising product development to achieve sustainable development.
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1. Introduction

The garment industry, a significant sector supporting the global economy, is complex and features worldwide supply chains. In the garment industry, the value of raw materials and labour can be compared globally to identify the most convenient and profitable channels for development [1]. Sustainable garment industry development has accelerated with the effect of Industrial Revolution 4.0 (IR4.0) and the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. IR4.0, or the Fourth Industrial Revolution, represents the future phase of digitalisation in manufacturing, driven by transformative trends, including increased data and connectivity, advances in analytics, the evolution of human–machine interaction, and improvements in robotics [2]. The IR4.0 inspired the garment industry to use technology to develop sustainability, also prompting its digitisation and virtualisation.

Economic globalisation enabled the rapid expansion of the garment industry, which resulted in overproduction, resource underutilisation, and environmental pollution issues and challenges [3]. The garment industry is the second largest global polluter, where it generates approximately 40 million tonnes of textile waste annually [4]. For example, clothing and textile consumption in the United Kingdom generates two million tonnes of clothing waste annually, which is worth approximately £38 billion [5]. Nevertheless, most UK clothing waste is transported to landfills or incinerated [6]. It was estimated that the United Kingdom would generate 2.59 billion tonnes of waste yearly by 2023 and that the total global waste volume would increase to 3.40 billion tonnes by 2050 [7]. Furthermore, the garment industry carbon footprint exceeds that of all maritime and international flights combined [4].

International advocacy for sustainable development dates back to 1987. The World Commission on Environment and Development proposed the concept of sustainable development: that is, “the ability to meet the needs of the present without compromising the needs of future generations” [8]. Currently, the Division for Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs has indicated that it will provide substantive support and capacity building for the sustainable development goals (SDGs) and their related thematic issues globally [9]. This demonstrates that sustainable development strategies will be the long-term guide for future global development.

The circular economy (CE) separates economic growth from resource consumption [10] and strives to reduce waste generation and prioritise sustainability [11]. The CE redistributes and reuses the wasted generated at various garment production stages as a sustainable resource. The garment industry has attempted to practice sustainability, such as through thrift
shops, upcycling, slow fashion, and open-source design [12]. Nonetheless, these sustainable design practices are all subject to limitations, such as product hygiene issues in second-hand commerce [4], technical limitations, additional costs, and pollution in upcycling initiatives [13]. Furthermore, slow garment initiatives cannot compete with economies of scale [14]. Almost all sustainability initiatives are industry specific and motivated by the need to overcome significant pain points, which neglect the importance of integration (integrated development thinking). Therefore, it is reasonable for the garment industry to transform into a CE. Garment industry CE transformation and sustainability is a broad circular system that requires complete chain participation and collaboration. Therefore, integrating resources, technologies, and stakeholder partnerships is an important research direction for future garment industry sustainability.

The COVID-19 pandemic substantially affected the global economy and compelled many countries to close their borders, especially during 2019–2022 [15]. The rapid spread of COVID-19 impeded the free flow of business activity and prevented in-person communication between designers, manufacturers, and customers [2]. Furthermore, the post-pandemic outbreak customer demand shifted towards a desire for low-cost, flexible designs [16] and easier means of purchasing. Matthew Drinkwater, who is the head of the Fashion Innovation Agency at London College of Fashion, University of the Arts London, noted that the pandemic compelled garment brands to engage and experiment with immersive technology [17] and switch to digital and virtual garments [2]. Many brands began experimenting with online campaigns and business services to sustain their original market, while others used online short-form video marketing to promote their products through continuous webcasts. Some brands also recognised the potential of virtual simulation technology and created online virtual showcases.

Simultaneously, the IR4.0 concept (smart manufacturing) led the garment industry to consider how manufacturing flexibility, mass customisation, and high-quality and efficient production could be achieved by integrating technology and connected technologies [18,19]. Integrating digital and technological tools from the supply chain and creation to display and retail would enable brands to embrace industry changes through technological innovation [2]. Thus, the COVID-19 epidemic and IR4.0 accelerated technology use to drive sustainable garment industry development, which provides more justification for a CE model.

Transforming the garment industry into a CE is an advantageous means of sustainably developing the industry. The sustainability concept is effective for the environment, economy, and society. The CE goal is to close the production and energy loop so that “waste becomes production” [13]. Garment companies and brands should consider their business model sustainability, which is paralleled by CE model practices. Garment companies attempting to transition to a CE can utilise the probable approaches of localised changes and improved outcomes. Nevertheless, recent research revealed that the circular sustainability model is a dynamic development model that requires all industry segments and stakeholders to contribute to sustainable development and that the many contributions should act like gears to achieve circularity. For example, recycling production surplus is expected to influence the future of the garment industry with technological advances. Furthermore, IR4.0 uses technology to integrate technologies, resources, and trends and upgrade the industry model. Garment industry digitalisation and science technicalisation could lead to significant sustainability and industrial transparency [20]. Such changes in industry design can match workers’ skills with production needs and customer demands to enhance post-pandemic and future competitiveness [21]. The integrated digital product development model will minimise product development time and improve accuracy in terms of the completion of garments as commodities and customer satisfaction regarding such garments. Thus, the garment industry would be able to maximise production and substantially eliminate waste from product development, which would enable sustainable industrial development.

This study had two research objectives: (1) to use a systematic literature review (SLR) to explore the necessity of transforming the garment industry into a CE, and (2) to explore the advantages and challenges of digital technology in transforming the garment industry into a CE via the co-occurrence of critical information in the literature through the VOSviewer (Version 1.6.19 provided from Nees Jan van Eck and Ludo Waltman) literature visualisation tool.

2. Methodology

An SLR is a detailed literature description and analysis that follows a methodology designed to yield a research evaluation foundation. A scientific methodological design improves the efficiency and precision of the substantial and complex literature selection process [22]. The aforementioned research objectives were analysed based on the understanding of the phenomena and were categorised and summarised to refine the findings and search rules. Therefore, this study drew on Levy and Ellis [23] and Minsuk et al.’s [24] SLR and co-occurrence methods for the systematic review analysis. Both methods are characterised by a well-documented, reproducible, and transparent search process [25]. The literature platforms searched were Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus, as these two indexed databases allow users to export metadata to perform bibliometrics analysis [26] to conduct keyword co-occurrence analysis with VOSviewer.

2.1. Research design: The necessity of transforming the garment industry into a CE

Literature study with reference to the systematic approach proposed by Levy and Ellis [23], which consists of three components: inputs, processing and outputs [4] (Figure 1). Part 1 of the study investigated the necessity of transforming the garment industry into a CE. The input section clarified the research direction and leading questions, which aided the study scope narrowing, filtered helpful information, and aided the rapid generation of findings. The leading questions (Q) are as follows:

Q1: What is currently the most significant issue in garment industry development?
Q2: What obstacles does sustainable garment industry development face?

Q3: What can a CE contribute to the garment industry?

Processing requires keywords based on the leading questions, which were as follows: “garment industry,” “CE,” and “sustainability.” A combined keyword identification search of WoS (n1) and Scopus (n2) retrieved 124 documents and 126 documents, respectively, which were screened according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The filtering criteria were document type (only papers and review papers), language (only English texts), and year (published in the last 5 years [2019–2023]). After the screening, the two platforms yielded 114 papers (n3) and 82 (n4) papers, respectively.

In the secondary screening, articles that appeared on both platforms (duplicates) were removed. By using the WoS search list as a reference, 52 duplicate articles were screened out of the Scopus search list using the function algorithm to check duplicate data in Excel, which yielded n5: 144 non-duplicate articles for both platforms. A final screening of n5 was conducted, where the screening criterion was abstract relevance, which yielded n6: 56 articles. In the output stage, the contents of the articles were analysed and the leading questions were answered. Finally, the results were discussed and summarised, and conclusions were obtained in the output stage.

2.2. Research design: The advantage of the digital technology approach in promoting sustainable garment industry development

Research on garment industry technology adoption to aid the achievement of sustainable development was analysed. First, in response to the current paucity of research on technology use for sustainable garment industry development, relevant global research was searched, analysed, and compared to the extent to which other manufacturing industries use technology for smart manufacturing. Specifically, the extent to which digital science and technology have propelled the garment industry into a CE and sustainable development was examined. Subsequently, the technological tools and techniques relevant to sustainable garment industry development were refined. Finally, the findings from parts 1 and 2 of the study were analysed and discussed to assess which approaches to develop garment industry sustainability using technological tools demonstrated potential and advantages. Subsequently, the application and potential challenges of the approaches were examined.

Minsuk et al.’s [24] keyword co-occurrence study was referenced via VOSviewer. “Garment industry” and “smart manufacturing” studies in the WoS index database were searched using keywords containing the meaning of “digital technology” and “smart manufacturing,” respectively. The keyword analysis was used to derive the digital technology involved in each manufacturing process. The study design was divided into five steps (Figure 2).

The following research questions guided this study:

Q1: What is the current status of technology driving the garment industry into a CE and sustainability?

Q2: What are the key technologies relevant to garment industry sustainability?

Q3: What are the strengths and challenges of technologies in driving the garment industry into a CE and sustainability?

The preliminary search was conducted by searching WoS for the keywords “garment industry” and “smart manufacturing.” For the garment industry, four keywords with similar meanings were chosen: “clothing industry,” “garment industry,” “garment industry,” and “garment industry.” The search yielded N1: 286 articles, which were obtained by removing duplicate documents from both platforms. For smart manufacturing, the search was conducted using three similar keywords: “smart manufacturing,” “smart factory,” and “IR 4.0.” Given the substantial volume of articles, the burden of manual retrieval is extensive. Furthermore, the availability of some articles is restricted as they are not open-source resources, posing challenges to
subsequent literature access. Consequently, extra filtering criteria were incorporated into the intelligent manufacturing literature retrieval process. Only open-access articles were subjected to an additional round of filtering, resulting in a refined collection of 2,055 articles, denoted as N2.

Keyword analysis of the obtained studies was conducted using the VOSviewer bibliographic analysis tool, where author keyword co-occurrence was analysed. The keyword relevance was determined by analysing the number of times the authors’ keywords appeared together. Given that the primary study purpose...
was to use keyword analysis to extract the technological tools that benefited the garment industry, N1 and N2 were exported as tab-delimited files and imported into VOSviewer. The “garment industry” literature analysis yielded 1,076 keywords. The minimum keyword frequency was two occurrences, following which 155 keywords were filtered out to exclude keywords unrelated to technology and the garment industry. The VOSviewer network visualisation diagram depicted 38 keywords (Figure 3). The “smart manufacturing” literature analysis yielded 3,095 keywords, where the keyword frequency was set to “at least 10 occurrences.” Subsequently, 108 keywords were screened out and keywords unrelated to technological means and smart manufacturing were excluded. Eventually, the VOSviewer network visualisation diagram depicted 34 keywords (Figure 4).

To identify commonalities, research distilled the most frequently occurring key technologies from research in the apparel
industry and smart manufacturing. The key garment industry technologies were digitalisation (similar keywords with related meanings appeared in several instances, such as “digital technology,” “digital transformation,” “digital application,” “digital fashion,” and “digitalisation”; therefore, all meanings were combined and represented by “digitalisation”), big data, computer-aided design (CAD), virtual simulation, and cloud computing. The key smart manufacturing technologies were digital twin (DT), cyber-physical system (CPS), Internet of things (IOT), big data, and cloud computing.

Comparison of the garment industry and smart manufacturing technology-related keywords identified the following technology tool intersection areas: digitalisation, DT, big data, and cloud computing. As virtual simulation and DT technology featured intersecting technology areas, they were included in the garment industry key technology category. Eventually, the keywords “digitalisation,” “DT,” “virtual simulation,” “big data,” and “cloud computing” were identified as the top five garment industry-related critical technologies.

Subsequently, specific cases where garment technology contributed to sustainable garment industry development were searched based on the aforementioned five critical technologies, which were also used as keywords. The WoS was searched with the keyword scheme “fashion + sustainability + 5 Key technologies” for journal articles and review articles in English from the previous 5 years (Figure 2), and 432 papers were obtained. Continuing with the filtration of the 432 papers, a rapid review of titles and abstracts was executed. The filtering criterion was that the articles must mention the five key technologies discussed earlier in either the titles or the abstracts. Ultimately, 41 (N7) of the 432 papers were chosen for in-depth reading, analysis, and summarisation.

3. Findings and discussion

3.1. Necessity of transforming the garment industry into a CE

The garment industry is one of the most polluting production industries globally, where it emits approximately 1.2 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide and 500,000 tonnes of microplastic fibres per year [27]. The emergence of fast fashion has accelerated garment industry evolution, which yielded considerable economic profits while worsening the waste and pollution issue. The adoption of more product lines each year has resulted in new styles and lower prices accompanying the continual demand and trend changes, which resulted in an approximately 50% increase in clothing production and an approximately 40% decrease in garment use [28]. Each quarter, an average 12% of garments become inventory regardless of whether they are mainstream or niche brands, which indicates that US$180 billion in sales is wasted each quarter [29]. Consequently, the fast-paced product development and production intensify pressure on designers and worker exploitation.

Electronic (e)-commerce development has resulted in the garment industry becoming increasingly digitally connected. Demand and supply are constantly shifting in the market environment and consumers’ lifestyles; therefore, the garment industry should redefine its business model to maintain market dynamics and sustain competitiveness. The term “sustainable development” has influenced society since its inception in 1972. The United Nations (UN) launched its SDGs in 2015, where all nations were urged to “take action to protect the planet” via 17 SDGs [30], which include industrial innovation. While the linear economic system of the garment industry does not enable sustainable development, the industry focus on sustainability is currently a fundamental driver of industry development [31], which is a strategically essential trend [32].

The CE is a closed material flow cycle that aims to separate economic growth from resource consumption while maintaining the highest product component value and resource use [33]. The CE model prioritises sustainability [11] and promotes product cycle maximisation as a critical strategy to extend product sustainability [34]. Jose and Ramakrishna [35] stated that sustainability research should involve social well-being, resource sustainability, environmental protection, CE, and knowledge integration. Therefore, the garment industry should emphasise sustainability and ethics in product development and production [36]. The CE responds to new supply and demand requirements, such as market digitalisation, consumer personalisation, and industry chain transparency. Thus, transforming to a CE can resolve the environmental pollution and excess supply caused by the garment industry.

3.2. Advantages of digital technologies in driving sustainable garment industry development

VOSviewer keyword filtering summarised the most frequent digital technology-related keywords in the garment industry and smart manufacturing. The garment industry keywords were “digitalisation,” “big data,” “CAD,” “simulation,” and “cloud computing.” The key digital technologies were identified by grouping similar technological tools, where “digitalisation” represented all other related technologies. The five smart manufacturing keywords were “DT,” “IOT,” “CPS,” “big data,” and “cloud computing.” Figure 5 depicts the VOSviewer overlay visualisation, where the garment industry technology-related keywords are depicted in yellow or yellow-green. The year scale in the bottom right corner of the figure demonstrates that the aforementioned keywords appeared between 2021 and the present. Similarly, the relevant smart manufacturing technology-related keywords are depicted in blue and purple in Figure 6. The year scale in the bottom right corner of the figure demonstrates that these keywords appeared in early 2000.

Initially, technology use in the garment industry developed more gradually and with a more rudimentary intelligence level. The ten key technologies with the highest number of occurrences in each of the two segments were selected. The most frequently occurring key technologies in the apparel industry are big data (eight times), CAD (five times), visual simulation (three times), and cloud computing (three times). The most frequent key technologies in smart manufacturing are DT (61 times), CPS (57 times), IOT (29 times), big data (22 times), and...
cloud computing (15 times). As further proof, the ten fashion industry and smart manufacturing keywords extracted were searched in WoS with the search rule TOPIC ("Research field") AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS ("Each Key technology") AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years). The number and year distribution of the retrieved studies associated with each key technology were counted separately (Table 1). The total data demonstrated that there was a significant gap between the number of studies on technology in the garment industry and smart manufacturing in the last 5 years. Furthermore, current data from 2023 demonstrated comparatively preliminary technology research in the garment industry, where there was only one study, while 18 smart manufacturing-related studies were published before February 2023.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Query string</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fashion industry</td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Fashion industry&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;digitalization&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Fashion industry&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;big data&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Fashion industry&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;CAD&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Fashion industry&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;cloud computing&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Fashion industry&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;simulation&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart manufacturing</td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Smart manufacturing&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;digital twin&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Smart manufacturing&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;IOT&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Smart manufacturing&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;cyber-physical system&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Smart manufacturing&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;big data&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOPIC(&quot;Smart manufacturing&quot;) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS(&quot;cloud computing&quot;) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The data in Table 1 were visualised as line graphs (Figures 7 and 8). As data collection was completed at the beginning of 2023, the search results could not predict the number of studies in the related fields for 2023. Trend observation of the line graphs demonstrated that the 2023 data had no observational value; therefore, it was ignored in the line graph. Analysis of Figure 7 demonstrated that it was generally evident that the garment industry is conscious of integrating technology into industrial development. Furthermore, garment industry digitisation research trended upward in the past 5 years but started late and progressed more gradually. In addition, such research was significantly more prevalent than that on other technologies. Moreover, bionic technologies research was also relatively active. Figure 8 demonstrates that DT technology research was more prevalent compared to research on other smart manufacturing technologies.

Based on the Form 1 search, a “sustainability” condition was added to the five garment industry keyword searches. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** Research trends in garment industry-related key technologies.

**Figure 8.** Research trends in smart manufacturing-related key technologies.
search rule was TOPIC (“Research field”) AND AUTHOR KEY-WORDS (“Key technology”) AND AUTHOR KEYWORDS (“sustainability”) AND (PUBLICATION DATE, last 5 years). The search results were tallied (Table 2), and the data were visualised (Figure 9). Three of the five garment industry technological tools were associated with sustainability: digitalisation, big data, and simulation. The findings suggested that the garment industry pursued a greater commitment to use these three technological tools for sustainability, specifically digitalisation, with a relatively high number of relevant literature searches in 2022 and early 2023.

The aforementioned analysis demonstrated that garment industry digitisation to achieve industrial intelligence in IR4.0 is in the preliminary development stage compared to other manufacturing industries. Nonetheless, the garment industry is consciously using technology for sustainable development and joining smart manufacturing, specifically in the areas of digitalisation, big data, and simulation, which reflected the research interest. The garment industry is one of the most labour-intensive manufacturing industries [24]. Given garment industry operation irregularity, product development and production processes are difficult to automate, where products change constantly according to fashion trends and production processes vary with the size and design.

The introduction of IR4.0 has the potential to move away from the traditional approach. The IR4.0 attempts to achieve manufacturing flexibility, mass customisation, better quality, and higher productivity by integrating technological tools [19]. Traditional garment product development is a typical iterative optimisation process that involves repeated trials using physical samples [37] and at least three physical samples before proceeding to production, which requires energy, materials, and workforce throughout. Therefore, product development alone produces a significant amount of waste. The garment industry tends to involve consumers in the customisation process, which allows them to interact directly with the product [38]. Thus, a technological connection of the complex quantitative relationship between consumers’ ambiguous needs and product design parameters [39] provides decision support to sustainable garment industry development.

The COVID-19 pandemic substantially affected global value chains [40]. Geographical blockades reduced consumers’ access to physical shops and their overall demand for garment products and ended global and regional distribution activities [41]. This unavoidable market depression forced the garment industry to reconsider its development. Subsequently, garment companies invested in digital management and operations, which included digitising company processes, remotely managing markets with digital technology, and offering new digital shopping experiences [42].

Most garment companies understood digital technology application through the benefits of digital technology for garment industry remote management and marketing and its role in continued market functioning. Among the key digitalisation-related technologies, the emergence of DT strongly indicated sustainable garment industry development. The DT technology is an entity-based technology that digitally mirrors the entity’s appearance and characteristics [43]. Computers enable digital modelling of physical entities in software to create composite views of real-world entities and processes, such as virtual models of buildings, products, or humans [44]. Therefore, DT can contribute to sustainable garment industry development [45]. Theoretically, designers who use DT technology to develop products through computer modelling without using physical materials can reduce working time, conserve material and labour costs, and produce no pollution or waste while putting a garment into physical production only when the new product has been accurately evaluated. Digitising garment product development eliminates the traditional practice of multiple physical product iterations and enables sustainable product development.
Nevertheless, DT is constantly developing and the technology has not been optimised. Therefore, it is currently costly for garment companies to utilise DT for product development [44].

Another technology that functioned well with DT was virtual simulation. The clothing industry had experimented with virtual simulation technology for fittings and displays long before the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak. Earlier virtual simulation was perpetually used as a technology-themed marketing tool. Beautiful virtual models and perfectly fitted virtual try-on effects led to customers misunderstanding the garment authenticity. Thus, the received garments did not fit as well on the customers as they did the virtual models [46]. Therefore, using DT technology for sustainable development places even greater demands on virtual simulation technology. The garment industry must create accurate, realistic avatars to represent the customer’s body type for virtual fittings to enable digital product development.

The garment industry has a considerable amount and variety of data [47], such as supply chain and retail data. Accordingly, big data are also involved in garment industry development. Currently, the garment industry applies big data technology mainly in retail and consumer research, for example, researching consumer purchase history, studying popular items, and determining consumers’ seasonal preferences in different regions.

Garment retail and marketing mainly uses three key digitalisation technologies (DT, visual simulation, and big data). These technologies exist and are used independently of each other and do not significantly affect garment industry sustainability. Nonetheless, the fragmented technology use leads to its under-utilisation. For example, the inability to obtain accurate body modelling data in DT technology yields body modelling that varies significantly from the actual model, which results in subsequent garment modelling that cannot fit the actual target, thereby presenting a technical barrier to DT technology use. Virtual simulation technology remains undeveloped when simulating fabric draping effects, and simulation algorithms are required to consider various parameters, such as the mechanical properties of the fabric [46]. In the garment industry, big data are highly complex and its realisation requires much data collection between multiple stakeholders. Therefore, technology integration is proposed as an advantageous approach for sustainable garment industry development to streamline the industry chain through technological interplay.

Traditionally, garment industry product development relies on two-dimensional (2D) pattern-making and the evaluation of three-dimensional (3D) body models [48]. This traditional linear model leads to a longer production process and increased fabric loss rate, which affect sustainable garment production [49]. In addition, inventory backlog stemming from design homogeneity is detrimental to garment chain sustainability in China.

As consumer demand for personalisation continues growing, the market demand for ready-to-wear that meets consumer’s physical characteristics and individual needs is also gradually expanding. To cope with this increasing consumer demand, apparel companies have had to increase production, which has led to inventory build-up and resource wastage and exacerbated sustainability issues such as environmental pollution. The cooperative application of technologies here becomes a potential key to solving this problem. The authors address this issue by proposing a technology integration initiative that combines technologies and tools (Figure 10). The initiative enables the complete digitisation of the development process of apparel products and helps mass production by predicting production ratios through big data and computer algorithms. It is worth mentioning here that databases play an important role in predicting the data, which contains several aspects such as design elements, size preferences, demographic ratios, and size designation ratios. This will significantly improve the garment fit and personalisation satisfaction of apparel products and reduce inventory risk by controlling the proportion of different sizes produced. The new initiative, shown in Figure 10, applies to various processing modes, be it made-to-measure, mass production, or mass customisation. A 3D body scanning will provide accurate body data for made-to-measure garments; the size preference database will be able to predict the right size and be used for mass production or mass customisation in conjunction with the proportions of individual size designation as predicted by the population ratio database and the body size.

![Figure 10. Technology integration initiative.](http://www.autexrj.com/)
proportion database. In addition, computer algorithms based on the Big Data Element Database and the Preference Database can predict design requirements through probabilistic matching, or designers can provide design solutions. Once the design solution and size chart have been determined, the design will be presented through DT technology. This technology creates avatars that match the target body based on 3D body scan data, combines CAD and visual simulation to create 2D garment patterns, simulates garment piece stitching, makes fit adjustments, and ultimately presents the simulation. After iterating the design on the computer, the samples will be output. Sample input to the production step involves big data technology, which presents the most economical cutting solution through an efficient cutting database, minimising wasteful production.

The technology integration initiative promotes garment industry transformation into a CE and sustainable development by digitising garment industry product development. Digital product development constitutes a zero-physical sample product development model, where traditional product iterations are digitised and upgraded without waste or pollution. The highly accurate product development will increase product satisfaction, extend product life, and reduce inventory generation. Big data technology renders the output more appropriate and aligned with consumer expectations.

The technology integration initiative faces technical and operational challenges. For example, how algorithmic techniques can achieve the mechanical characteristics of material draping in a virtual simulation, and how big data and 3D body scanning technology can improve anthropometric measurement accuracy. In addition, the garment industry is highly focused on design, perception, and emotional input, and garment design is not a technology-driven field compared to the industrial design [48]. Each aspect of the data integration initiative requires technical skills to implement ideas, which challenges designers and critical operators, specifically for DT technology product design. Such design requires not only designers to provide designs but also requires pattern makers to create paper samples, and virtual simulation technology to virtually stitch and render the simulated effects, which is a complex and specialised skill set. Given that very few people have in-depth knowledge of the aforementioned skills, specifically pattern design, the ability to combine multiple skills with technology to produce results simultaneously is another significant obstacle.

4. Conclusion

The necessity of CE transformation in the garment industry and the promising digital technology-promoted practices and challenges of sustainable garment industry development were studied against the background of CE- and IR4.0-driven garment industry resistance against unsustainable development. First, the importance of a CE for future garment industry development was discussed using an SLR. Transforming to a CE would resolve the environmental pollution and excess supply issues of the garment industry and accommodate new supply and demand requirements (market digitisation, consumer personalisation, and industry chain transparency). Second, the analysis of author keyword co-occurrence in fashion digital technology literature yielded five key technologies (digitalisation, DT, virtual simulation, big data, and cloud computing). Combining the “garment industry” and “sustainability” keywords led to the selection of three key technologies (DT, virtual simulation, and big data) for the detailed research. Finally, the technology integration initiative was proposed as a practical approach to transform the garment industry into a CE and achieve sustainable development.

This study contributed to the literature based on the following aspects: (1) it clarified the necessity of transforming the garment industry into a CE and provided a reference for developing existing garment enterprises; (2) it provided a feasible solution for the garment industry in terms of precise design and production to resolve the practical and unsustainable issue of product backlog caused by homogenous design; and (3) it proposed the technology integration initiative to demonstrate the prospect of sustainable garment industry development.

Given the limited length of this article, strict crucial technology-related screening rules were established. In addition, keywords that appeared less frequently in keyword co-occurrence were screened out, which also yielded technology-related content. As the garment industry is in the exploratory stage of technology use for reform, the various technology tools and ideas may be innovations, and these less common technologies should be acknowledged. Although a technology integration initiative was proposed, several technical challenges remain to be overcome if the initiative is to be achieved, such as body data measurement accuracy and the simulation effect of fabric draping gravity characteristics in virtual simulations. The technical challenges will be overcome individually and the integration concept will be refined as technology improves. Therefore, enhancing the proposed approach through more advanced and intelligent technology is an essential direction for future research.
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